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LETTER FROM THE CEO

In 2016, we have consolidated our 
international presence in the countries 
where we are already working and new 
markets have been opened in order to 
maintain a backlog in which 75% of the 
total consists of international projects. This 
will allow us to continue to grow, since the 
national market remains at minimum level 
and the outlook for 2017 is far from upbeat 
for public investment.

Spain is continuing its dramatic reduction 
in public investment in infrastructure 
across the various public administrations, 
despite this being a driver for the economy 
and a significant factor for job creation. 
As a result, and in the short to medium-
term, the company’s strategy focuses 
on exploring new markets and business 
opportunities in order to guarantee the 
portfolio of work over the coming years.
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Manuel Contreras Caro
Chief Executive Officer

In order to face the new challenges that 
an increasingly globalised market presents, 
at Grupo Azvi we consider investment 
in innovation to be essential. We are 
developing various R&D and Innovation 
projects, with one of the most notable 
being the project regarding OGI’s variable 
gauge axles for freight trains. This project 
is being carried out in collaboration with 
Adif, to solve one of the main obstacles 
faced by international freight railway 
transport between Spain and the rest of 
Europe, and from Asia to Europe: breaks of 
gauge in freight railways.

I also want to highlight the advances we 
are making in a sector that nowadays is 
essential, the technological sector, and I 
want to ask all of you to make an effort to 
turn the company into a 4.0 company, as 
the current times demand. 

With regard to sustainability, the Grupo 
Azvi maintains and strengthens, day by 
day, the commitments it has taken on 
with regard to health and safety, the 
environment, quality, the satisfaction of 
our human capital and social action. The 
policies developed over the course of 
2016 in these areas, which are perfectly 
integrated into the Group’s different 
business strategies, have turned our 
commitment to sustainable development 
into one of our hallmarks.

I would like to thank everyone in the 
company that has made this paradigm 
shift possible, recognizing the enormous 
effort put into giving the company a 
significant presence today in construction 
projects and in concessional sectors in 
various countries. 
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CONSOLIDATED
SALES

336.6 M€

EBITDA

32.6 M€

CONSTRUCTION BACKLOG

602 M€
DOMESTIC: 236 M€
INTERNATIONAL: 366 M€

CONCESSIONS BACKLOG

2,844 M€
DOMESTIC: 958 M€
INTERNATIONAL: 1,886 M€
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Grupo Azvi bases its business on the principles of sustainability, in order to serve as an 
example in the industries in which it operates. This is done with the unwavering purpose 
of aiding development, trusting in integrity, excellence, security, human capital, the 
environment, and innovation.

All the companies that form part of Grupo Azvi share the corporate culture, values and 
commitments that they acquired from Grupo Azvi, while at the same time each one 
contributes their own practices, benefiting Grupo Azvi as a whole.

Grupo Azvi is a company with a commitment to good Corporate Governance, with the 
integrity, ethics, and transparency that are necessary for all aspects of corporate life and 
business, serving as an essential base upon which to establish relationships of mutual 
trust with stakeholders.

GOOD
GOVERNANCE

Maintaining a sustainable Circle of Value for clients, suppliers, contractors, and 
collaborators is one of the fundamental commitments of Grupo Azvi. The goal is to do 
so with maximum quality, safety, and innovation, while continuously improving our 
processes and activities, with a clear dedication to service.

CIRCLE
OF VALUE

Grupo Azvi ·· REPORT 2016
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the needs of stakeholders 
and continuously improving 
results

ethics and job-well-done 
culture in all activities

management systems towards 
excellence, promoting innovation 

and individual initiative

to the environment and society, 
fostering sustainability, 
work-life balance, 
equal opportunities, 
security as a priority
 and with a 
commitment 
to stakeholders

Grupo Azvi ·· REPORT 2016
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Our basic principle is to protect and to 
promote the health, safety and well-being 
of our workers, as well as the sustainability 
of the working environment.

8
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
The primary goal of Grupo Azvi’s Health and Safety 
Policy is to achieve and maintain the highest 
degree of health and safety of all its workers, with 
the firm commitment to continuous improvement 
and compliance with the legal requirements and 
any other requirements that are adhered to. 

All the principles contained in our Health and 
Safety Policy are extendable to all the Group’s 
business divisions and to all our collaborators. We 
also promote the implementation of Occupational 
Health and Safety Management Systems, in 
accordance with the standard OHSAS 18001:2007.

Guaranteeing the Health and Safety of our staff, 
integrating it into all levels of the hierarchy, 
together with providing suitable training are 
the basic pillars of our policy aimed at achieving 
an accident-free working environment.

STAFF TRAINING AND PARTICIPATION

Since 2009, our Prevention Service has been approved 
by the Fundación Laboral de la Construcción to 
provide training activities on Occupational Risk 
Prevention which take place in all our business areas.

In addition, in all the companies of Grupo Azvi, staff 
are encouraged to participate in detecting situations 
of risk and to propose improvements, achieving 
between all of us a general heightened awareness 
regarding Health and Safety, and safe working 
environments.

WORKS ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

Construction works are an endless source 
of danger and require constant monitoring 
and control. To do this, the Prevention 
Service has implemented this system in 
Azvi to analyse a wide range of aspects 
regarding Occupational Risks and to identify, 
communicate and eliminate situations of risk. 
All the checks that are performed help us to 
find out to what extent each construction 
work is committed to risk prevention, as 
well as the level of training of its workers. 

An average of 6,500 records are checked 
annually, offering information that is of great 
importance for developing the management 
processes and tools necessary to make 
corrections and improvements. This control 
system is implemented in every country where 
Azvi carries out its activities, and it has reliable 
data regarding risk prevention from all its 
works, regardless of where they are located.

MOBILITY AND ROAD SAFETY

As a signatory of the European Road Safety 
Charter, the Grupo Azvi has implemented a 
Mobility and Road Safety Plan with the aim 
of decreasing the number of traffic accidents 
involving its staff, employing to this end the 
resources and measures that are within its reach, 
helping to create new habits that are safer and 
more efficient when dealing with factors that lead 
to work-related traffic accidents.

HEALTHY COMPANY

Grupo Azvi is also committed to the criteria 
established by the World Health Organization. As 
such, in coordination with our Health Monitoring 
Service, various activities are carried out aimed at 
promoting healthy habits among all the workers of 
the Group and its companies.

Joint Prevention Service

+ than 20,000 working hourS SuPPort 
our actionS in Safety, hygiene and 
ergonomicS

+ than 100 training eventS

+ than 900 trained workerS

area-SPecific manualS develoPment
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ENVIRONMENT
Environmental protection is an essential 
component in all our activities, as is promoting and 
improving the participation and environmental 
awareness of all the people that make up the 
organisation.

In accordance with the commitment to respect 
the environment, Grupo Azvi promotes the 
implementation of Environmental Management 
Systems in accordance with ISO 14001, both in 
Spain and in its activities in the international field.

Grupo Azvi carries out its activities in accordance 
with its environmental policy, based on:

 9 Complying with environmental 
legislation and its own requirements.

 9 Assessing environmental aspects, planning 
activities and carrying out activities in 
order to minimise the possible impacts.

 9 Making use of natural resources in a 
rational way, preventing pollution and 
protecting and conserving biodiversity.

 9 Fighting climate change by adopting actions 
aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and by promoting energy efficiency.

 9 Minimising risks associated with 
environmental aspects, the legal 
requirements identified, in the context of the 
organisation and its stakeholders, and making 
the most of the opportunities generated.

 9 Maintaining permanent communication 
and collaboration with stakeholders. 
Getting suppliers to commit to complying 
with environmental requirements.

 9 Providing training to raise environmental 
awareness among the staff.

The Environmental Management System involves 
the whole organisation in its commitment with 
environmental protection.

FIGHT AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE

In December 2015, during the 21st Climate Change 
Conference (COP 21), the “Paris Agreement” 
was adopted by the 195 member states.  It is an 
agreement within the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change that establishes 
measures for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions. 

For years, Grupo Azvi has been taking measures 
and carryout out activities to fight climate change. 
As a result of the steps we have been taking, Azví’s 
carbon footprint was calculated for the first time in 
2014 and this calculation continues to be performed 
annually.

The calculation is carried out in accordance with 
the requirements established in the UNE-EN-ISO 
14064-1:2012 standard: “Greenhouse gases. Part 1” 
and with the sectoral benchmark ENCORD (European 
Network of Construction Companies for Research 
and Development) and the results are described in 
the Annual Report on Greenhouse Gases (GHG). 

The Plan for the Reduction of Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions for the period 2014-2017 has been 
developed, with a goal of reducing emissions by 5%. 

In 2016, total emissions of 518 tons of CO2 have 
been avoided and relative emissions (tCO2e/million 
€) have been reduced by 24% compared to the first 
year of the Reduction Plan’s implementation.

-24% of relative emiSSionS 
(tco

2
e/million €)

518 tonS of co
2
e of avoided 

emiSSionS
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Sustainability is a strategic factor, as 
we are convinced that respect for the 
environment and improvement in the 
quality of life of our community is the way 
for the company to remain competitive 
and to maintain its level of growth 
compatible with sustainable development.
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PROTECTION OF BIODIVERSITY

At Grupo Azvi, we are aware of the value of 
biodiversity as a natural asset of vital importance 
for future generations. 

For this reason, measures are promoted both to 
prevent and to minimise the possible impact on 
the flora and fauna associated with our activities, 
such as carrying out compensation measures:

 9 Executing Fauna Rescue Plans: 
herpetofauna (reptiles and amphibians) and 
mammals. 

 9 Conducting fish rescue activities, in 
accordance with local fish protection 
companies.

 9 Drawing up and implementing plans to 
drive away fauna. 

 9 Transplanting and planting trees and 
shrubs.

 9 Carrying out sowing, hydroseeding, frost 
blanket and bio-blanket projects.

PARTICIPATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL FORUMS

The Grupo Azvi has collaborated with the Club 
de Excelencia en Sostenibilidad (Excellence 
in Sustainability Club) in the Observatory 
for Energy Efficiency, to produce the report 
“Adapting Spanish companies to Royal Decree 
56/2016 of 12 February regarding Energy 
Efficiency”, in order to perform an analysis on 
the level of Spanish companies’ adaptation 
to the requirements established in article 8 
of Directive 27/2012 on Energy Efficiency.

Together with Cointer, the company has 
taken part in the 1st Feria Nacional de 
Urbanismo Verde (the National Exhibition 
on Green Town Planning), held in Sevilla in 
November 2016, where the largest companies 
of the sector presented the trends and 
latest developments for managing green 
spaces. Cointer has extensive experience 
and specializes in cleaning and maintaining 
green spaces, forests and gardens.

EMISSIONS 2016
Classified by scope (according to UNE-EN ISO 14064-1:2002) tC0

2
e

SCOPE 1:  DIRECT GHG EMISSIONS 2,093.47

Associated with fuel used at projects 1,794.71

Associated with fuel used at premises 298.77

SCOPE 2: INDIRECT GHG EMISSIONS BY ENERGY 226.84

Associated with electricity used at projects 24.62

Associated with electricity used at premises 202.23

SCOPE 3: OTHER INDIRECT GHG EMISSIONS 5,321.41

Associated with the production and transport of purchased materials 3,657.16

Associated with subcontracted work units 1,652.93

Associated with the transport of waste and surplus materials 11.32

TOTAL EMISSIONS 7,641.72
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SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

For every construction work, an Environmental 
Management Plan is drawn up and applied 
which includes the identification and evaluation 
of the environmental aspects, the requirements 
(legal, internal, project, etc.), the structure and 
responsibilities, the operational control and 
environmental measures that are applied to 
avoid or minimise the impacts associated with 
the environmental aspects identified.

Waste production is one of the most significant 
environmental aspects associated with the 
execution of the works. In order to minimise the 
impacts associated with the waste generated, 
waste management through reuse, recycling or 
enhancement is promoted and encouraged. 

In 2016, 33,318 tons of waste residues were 
recycled, reused or enhanced.

WASTE WOOD PLASTIC
PAPER AND 

CARDBOARD
CONSTRUCTION

AND DEMOLITION
TYRES

METAL
WASTE

VEGETATION
DEBRIS

URBAN
WASTE

% RECYCLED (*) 100% 97% 99% 42% 86% 100% 99% 69%

(*) Recycled/reused/recovered
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QUALITY

The corporate culture of Grupo 
Azvi is founded on an approach 
based around complete customer 
satisfaction and meeting the 
expectations of the various 
stakeholders, guaranteeing the 
quality of our works and services, 
and through the involvement, 
commitment and participation of 
our staff and of the organisations 
involved in our activity. This approach 
is a strategic goal which Grupo Azvi 
aims to achieve in order to continue 
growing and consolidating the 
organisation’s position among the 
most outstanding companies in the 
sector.

Grupo Azvi establishes the following guidelines 
aimed at achieving this strategic objective:

 9 Achieving a high degree of customer 
satisfaction, meeting their requirements 
as well as the legal and statutory ones.

 9 Encouraging innovation in the constructive 
and management processes.

 9 Analysing and minimising risks as a basis 
for the implementation of processes, 
in order to improve their efficiency.

 9 Continuous staff training in order to achieve 
a highly-qualified and competent team.

 9 Maintaining a relationship of collaboration 
and trust with all stakeholders.

 9 Involving all the staff that make up Grupo 
Azvi in the improvement process.

The result of this commitment is the 
certification by AENOR of the Quality 
Management Systems that have been 
implemented, in accordance with the 
standard UNE-EN ISO 9001, in the various 
companies that make up the group, both in 
their activities in Spain and abroad.

Additionally, depending on the particular 
requirements of the Administrations or 
specific clients, the scope of the evaluations 
has been expanded to other standards or 
technical requirements, including:

 9 Technical Regulation RT-05.

 9 UNE standard 73401 - Nuclear facilities. 
Quality assurance.
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CLIENT SATISFACTION

Knowledge of the degree of the satisfaction and 
expectations of the clients, users and stakeholders 
of the companies of Grupo Azvi is a basic aspect that 
allows us to know our strengths and weaknesses, and 
to study and implement improvement measures.

Following on from this, in addition to the information 
that is received through other channels, Grupo 
Azvi carries out customer satisfaction surveys in its 
construction and concessions business divisions.

client SatiSfaction*

ConstruCtion   4.2
ConCessions   4.5
(*) Estimation out of 5

Azvi is An ACtive Agent in its seCtor And is A full member of the Advisory CounCil 
for the Aenor CertifiCAtion of ConstruC tion CompAnies, estAblished to enCourAge 

the generAtion of knowledge, the exChAnge of informAtion, the development 
of guides to help CompAnies And professionAls of the seCtor And to spreAd And 

promote the use of Certified mAnAgement systems in ConstruCtion CompAnies.

15
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INNOVATION

For Grupo Azvi, Research, 
Development and Innovation are 
strategic factors built into its business 
culture, as a value that guarantees the 
organisation’s survival to thus continue 
to build a company of the future 
capable of facing the new challenges 
in an increasingly globalised market.

INNOVATION STRATEGY

Grupo Azvi is committed to being a leader in 
the development of innovative technological 
solutions in the railway sector, infrastructure and 
building sector, which add value to its clients 
and environment, contributing to sustainable 
economic growth and social welfare.

To this end, it has defined a strategy based on the 
development of activities and R&D and Innovation 
projects based on three fundamental pillars: the 
increase of competitiveness and productivity, 
respect for the environment and occupational 
health and safety in all the construction processes. 

These activities and projects are managed 
through the R&D Department, which is made up 
of a multi-disciplinary team of professionals that 
operates in Grupo Azvi’s head offices in Seville 
and in ADIF’s Centro de Tecnologías Ferroviarias 
(Railway Technologies Centre), located in the 
Andalusia Technology Park in Málaga.

Among the Group’s main lines of investigation 
are the development of new construction 
techniques, systems and processes for buildings 
and civil constructions, the implementation of 
sustainability in building and civil construction 
works, the integration of information technologies 
and communication into the construction 
process, the prevention of occupational risks in 
construction works and the development of new 
techniques and systems to conserve, maintain and 
operate infrastructures.

+ than 35 r&d ProJectS

in cooPeration with univerSity’S reSearch 
grouPS, technological centreS, 
comPanieS and StartuPS

Furthermore, as part of the development of its strategy, 
Grupo Azvi has established agreements with various 
public and private entities with the goal of promoting 
business R&D. Among others, the Group is a Founding 
Patron of the Corporación Tecnológica de Andalucía 
or CTA (Technological Corporation of Andalusia) and 
of the Centro de Technologías, Energías y Contrucción 
para el Hábitat (Centre for Technologies, Energies and 
Construction for the Habitat), it is an active member 
of ADIF’s Centro de Tecnologías Ferroviarias (Railway 
Technologies Centre) and it participates as a member 
in various technological platforms and associations at 
a national level, including the Plataforma Tecnológica 
Española de la Construcción (Spanish Technological 
Platform for Construction), the Plataforma Tecnológica 
Ferroviaria Española (Spanish Railway Technological 
Platform), the Asociación Nacional de Constructores 
Independientes (National Association of Independent 
Builders) and the Asociación de Conservación y 
Explotación de Infraestructuras (Association for the 
Conservation and Operation of Infrastructures).

SYSTEMISED INNOVATION PROCESS

Grupo Azvi has a R&D Management System that 
is certified in accordance with the requirements 
of standard UNE 166002. As such, all the 
process involved in Research, Development and 
Innovation are systemised, from technological 
monitoring, the promotion of creativity and the 
generation of ideas to their transformation into 
projects and the protection and use of their 
results. 

The Group thus ensures that all innovation 
activities are carried out in accordance with 
certain parameters of excellence and quality, 
facilitating the recognition and incorporation of 
emerging technologies applied to the building 
and civil construction sector. Similarly, the Group 
certifies all its R&D projects according to the 
standard UNE 166001.
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ROLLING STOCK 
AND RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
AND CARBON FOOTPRINT

ECASYS: OGI System 
reengineering (European 
Variable Gauge System), 
both in terms of rolling stock 
and infrastructure, taking 
into account the operational 
requirements and technical 
specifications in both national 
and international railway 
freight traffic.

MULTICHANGER: Design of a 
variable gauge infrastructure 
for railway freight traffic 
compatible with existing 
variable gauge axles.

GANTRIES: Automated gantries 
for unloading and positioning rails 
during the track assembly process. 
The project has been developed 
by the Machinery Department of 
Azvi and certified as technological 
innovation.

NEW MATERIALS 
AND WASTE RECOVERY

CLIMATE CHANGE 
AND INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING

APSE: Eco-innovative design 
of asphalt pavements based 
on the integration of more 
sustainable materials into its 
production cycle. Application 
of lignocellulosic residues 
for bituminous mixture 
production for roads. 

AIC3: Comprehensive system of 
structural health monitoring and 
decision support based on risk 
assessment indicators, for construction, 
maintenance and operation of 
infrastructures at climate change events. 
To capture information and to make 
decisions in real time that allows for 
anticipation of problems and on time 
respond.

UNICLIMA: Development 
of radiant floor systems for 
climate control in public 
buildings.
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HUMAN CAPITAL

Our Group’s Human Resources 
strategy is aimed at achieving a 
committed, self-motivated workforce 
with the ability to work in teams.

To achieve this primary goal, from 
the Human Resources Department 
we want to provide a quality working 
environment that makes it possible 
to develop our teams’ talent and 
improve their professional skills.

STABLE AND QUALITY EMPLOYMENT  

Grupo Azvi is clearly committed to stable and 
quality employment. 

Currently, it has a total workforce of approximately 
1,400 employees, spread across our various 
international subsidiaries. 

Approximately 75% of our workforce is employed 
on permanent contracts. More than 90% of our 
employees work full-time.

Significant efforts have been made to offer our 
staff stable and quality jobs that guarantee the 
business’ smooth operation and a good working 
environment. 

TALENT MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL 
PROMOTION

Our main competitive edge is our workforce. 
Based on this premise, we are clearly committed 
to developing their professional abilities. 
We have internal procedures that allow us to 
detect talent among employees and to better 
manage internal promotion processes. 

Performance evaluation allows us to 
implement improvement and development 
actions aimed at optimising our professionals’ 
skills.

In the last year we have developed a new 
specific procedure for identifying talent and 
the skills that make our staff successful. Our 
company is constantly growing and evolving. 

To lead this growth, we always maintain a 
commitment to internal promotion with our 
most talented professionals.

TRAINING OUR TEAMS

Investment in training is essential for 
complying with our growth, development and 
internal promotion targets. We have annual 
training plans in which the specific technical 
or skills training programmes are specified for 
each particular area of activity.

TALENT ATTRACTION PROGRAMMES  

We operate collaboration programmes with 
the country’s main academic centres. We are 
implementing new Source Programmes aimed 
at attracting and developing talented young 
professionals that will allow us to guarantee 
continuation in key areas of our organisation. 

PerSonnel diStribution

40% SPain

25% reSt of euroPe

35% america
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SOCIETY

Grupo Azvi contributes to the 
sustainable development of the 
social environments where it 
operates, considering Corporate 
Responsibility as a strategic 
comprehensive factor voluntarily 
integrated into the management 
of its activities, in the needs, 
expectations and demands of 
its stakeholders, reconciling the 
improvement of the financial 
results and fulfilling all of its 
obligations with social welfare and 
sustainable growth.

With this objective, and in order 
to channel the various activities, 
the Grupo Azvi Foundation was 
created in 2011. This is an entity 
which, in addition to the group’s 
commitment to society, is also 
concerned with managing its 
own projects, on the basis of 
respect for the environment and 
the dignity of people, and with 
managing initiatives to do with 
social intervention and awareness, 
local development, international 
cooperation and cultural 
promotion. 

Grupo Azvi ·· REPORT 2016
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SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AND LOCAL 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

Starting with different educational and psycho-
therapeutic intervention programmes with adolescents 
and women in vulnerable situations, the Grupo Azvi 
Foundation seeks to promote the social development and 
cohesion of the places where the Grupo Azvi operates. 

To this end, programmes are developed aimed at 
promoting social harmony, preventing behaviour 
considered risky, schooling of young people and 
adolescents, the prevention of gender violence, 
responsible parenthood and the promotion of a 
dignified childhood.

Among others, of particular note are the programme 
named “Darse cuenta” (Realise), a psycho-therapeutic 
intervention programme in prisons, which is run in the 
Alcalá de Guadaíra prison in Seville; the management of 
the “Área Social del Consulado de Colombia” (Social Area 
of the Consulate of Colombia) in Seville; “Graduados” 
(Graduates), an educational programme for young people 
failing in school, and “Arco Iris” (Rainbow), a children’s 
programme focusing on intercultural education. 

In addition, psycho-educational programmes are run for 
teachers of children in vulnerable social situations, as 
well as programmes for child refugees at the Centro de 
Atención al Refugiado (Refugee Care Centre) in Seville in 
collaboration with the Prodean Foundation.

SOCIAL AWARENESS PROGRAMMES 

Through participating in the radio programme “Espacio 
de Encuentro” (Meeting Space) on the radio station 
Cadena Ser in Andalucía, and in different Technical and 
Awareness Days, the Grupo Azvi Foundation promotes 
the creation of synergies with other companies, raising 
awareness among the population and making the very 
most of the available resources.

Grupo Azvi ·· REPORT 2016
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION PROGRAMMES

In response to the intention to collaborate with the social 
environments where Grupo Azvi operates, the Grupo Azvi 
Foundation develops international cooperation programs 
with local entities, focused mostly on children, adolescents 
and women in vulnerable social situations. In this field, of 
particular note are the programmes carried out in Romania, 
with the educational support programe in the homes of the 
Emanuel Speranta Romaniei Foundation; in Mexico, with 
the IT training and educational support programme in the 
Esperanza Hostel in Tapachula and the Redes (Networks) 
programme for empowering a group of Purépechas women in 
Michoacán; and, in Colombia, with an agriculture educational 
programme in Tena, together with the Formemos Foundation.

CULTURAL PROMOTION

Promoting cultural activities is another of the Grupo Azvi 
Foundation’s areas of activity, in order to promote and increase 
society’s participation in cultural life, promoting access for all 
to the creation, enjoyment and consumption of cultural goods. 
Following on from this, among other events it sponsors the 
competition of the poster that announces the Real Exhibición 
de Enganches (Royal Combined Horse Driving Exhibition) in 
Seville, the Festival Internacional de Cámara Joaquín Turina 
(Joaquín Turina International Chamber Orchestra Festival) and 
the Jornadas de Novela Histórica (Historical Novel Conferences) 
in Granada.

INTERNAL ACTIVITIES

At the Grupo Azvi Foundation, we also try to promote 
charitable awareness among our own professional team and to 
this end we give them the opportunity to support us with small 
actions that are transformed into a significant help for those 
who need our support the most, mostly children.

COLLABORATIONS

Besides the design and development of its own programmes, 
the Grupo Azvi Foundation collaborates and supports the 
professional and humanitarian work carried out by well-known 
organisations, both at a national and international level, to 
promote the cause of groups in vulnerable situations. This 
includes a wide range of organisations that work in different 
fields, such as assisting sick children, helping the cause of the 
most disadvantaged children, providing food assistance to 
the unemployed, international cooperation, integration and 
medical intervention following catastrophes.
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Our Mission is to promote 
the social inclusion of the 
most vulnerable groups with 
a strong emphasis on children 
and their environment, both 
in our country and in the 
countries where Grupo Azvi is 
present.

Our Objective, to contribute 
to integral social development 
based on the design of our 
own projects and coordinated 
work with other non-profit 
entities that share our 
principles and values.
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ROADS INFRASTRUCTURES MAINTENANCE

+ than 1,500 km + than 4,000 km

HIGH-SPEED RAIL CONVENTIONAL RAILWAY

+ than 2,000 km+ than 460 km

TUNNELS BRIDGES and VIADUCTS

+ than 33,000 m + than 12,250 m
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Azvi is a benchmark company in the sector 
of construction and execution of major 
infrastructures projects.

Throughout more than 100 years of 
activity, Azvi has accumulated extensive 
experience, technical capacity and solvency 
to successfully execute all kinds of civil 
construction projects.

Azvi’s origins as a railway company have 
turned the company into one of the leaders 
in the construction of railway infrastructures, 
both conventional and High-Speed.

Since works began in 1987 on the first High-
Speed line, which would link Madrid to Sevilla 
in 1992, Azvi has played an important role in 
the development of High-Speed railways in 
Spain, executing more than 460 km across 
the various High-Speed lines in the Iberian 
Peninsula.

Besides infrastructure works, the company 
has carried out railway track assemblies, 
electrification and signage operations, 
assembly bases and maintenance and 
conservation activities.

Also of note are the numerous conventional 
railway projects aimed at improving existing 
railway infrastructures. The works carried out 
on these types of railway lines are many and 
varied. Among the most noteworthy activities 
are those carried out to increase speed, 
railway track duplications, track renewals and, 
in general, improving the infrastructures, 
signage and safety systems. 

Azvi has also amassed significant experience 
in executing all kinds of road infrastructures.

This group of projects includes the execution 
of large projects of motorways, dual 
carriageways and roads, as well as their 
conservation and maintenance.

A great number of bridges and viaducts, 
tunnels, hydraulic and environmental 
projects, the construction of ports and 
airports, as well as residential building, 
industrial building and car park projects, 
among others, complete Azví’s extensive 
portfolio of projects that have been 
completed and are underway, both in Spain 
and in different countries across Europe, 
America and the Middle East.

In addition, for Azvi, investment in R&D&I 
is essential as a driving force for the 
development of innovative technology 
solutions in all the areas of activity related to 
the civil infrastructures and building sector, 
in order to add value to its clients and to the 
environment, contributing to sustainable 
economic growth and to social welfare. 

All this innovation activity is performed 
through the R&D department, as well as 
through collaboration with various public and 
private entities, partners and research groups.
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AIRPORTS PORTS

BUILDING LOGISTICS CENTRE 
and MACHINERY

PUBLIC TRANSPORT HYDRAULIC 
and ENVIRONMENTAL
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HIGH-SPEED RAIL

5
STRETCHES

83.7
KILOMETRES

378
MILLION €

HSR LINE MADRID-LEVANTE

ConneCtion BranChes hsr to Levante-hsr to seviLLa

Contreras Dam-viLLargorDo DeL CaBrieL

torrejón De veLasCo-viLLarruBia De santiago

seseña-aranjuez

eLChe-CreviLLente

1
STRETCH

10.4
KILOMETRES

329.3
MILLION €

HSR LINE LEÓN-ASTURIAS

Pajares tunneLs

4
STRETCHES

12.9
KILOMETRES

270.8
MILLION €

HSR LINE VITORIA-BILBAO-S. SEBASTIÁN. BASQUE “Y”

4
STRETCHES

27.7
KILOMETRES

HSR LINE MADRID-VALLADOLID

206.9
MILLION €

RAILWAY TRANSVERSE AXIS OF ANDALUCÍA

1
ASSEMBLY 

BASE

5
STRETCHES

38.7
KILOMETRES

248.9
MILLION €

Quejigares-Loja ByPass

Peña De Los enamoraDos-arChiDona

río yeguas-autovía a92

hernani-astigarraga

West Beasain

amoreBieta-amoreBieta

aBaDiño-Durango

soto DeL reaL-mirafLores De La sierra

soto DeL reaL-segovia

vaLDestiLLas-río Duero

CoCa-CirueLos De CoCa

vaLDestiLLas gauge sWitCher

aLmoDóvar DeL río-guaDaLCázar

osuna-aguaDuLCe

Azvi ·· REPORT 2016
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5
STRETCHES

60.9
KILOMETRES

193.7
MILLION €

HSR LINE MADRID-BARCELONA-FRENCH BORDER

2
STATIONS

riera ruiDeCanyes-BarranCo Les Paisanes

sant CeLoni-rieLLs

eL PaPioL-Can tunis

gajanejos-guaDaLajara

zaragoza-LériDa, suBtramo iii
guaDaLajara anD CamBriLs stations

2
STRETCHES

34.3
KILOMETRES

65.8
MILLION €

HSR LINE MADRID-BURGOS-VITORIA

1
GAUGE

SWITCHER

estéPar-estaCión De Burgos

venta De Baños junCtion-torQuemaDa

Burgos station gauge sWitCher

3
STRETCHES

38.2
KILOMETRES

140.8
MILLION €

HSR LINE SEVILLA-CÁDIZ

LeBrija-eL Cuervo

utrera-Las CaBezas De san juan

urBan integration in Puerto reaL

3
STRETCHES

160
KILOMETRES

HSR LINE MADRID-SEVILLA

127.8
MILLION €

viLLanueva-ConQuista

emPeraDor-CiuDaD reaL

guaDajoz-majaraviQue

HSR LINE PALENCIA-LEÓN

10.8
MILLION €

1
ASSEMBLY 

BASE

viLLaDa assemBLy Base
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CONVENTIONAL RAILWAY

Mexico-Toluca Inter City Railway
Construction, electromechanical systems and rolling stock supply 
Mexico. Investment: 677.6 M€
Azvi is part of the consortium which is constructing the railway 
connection between Mexico City and Toluca. This railway line will have 
2 Terminals and 4 Stations. The contract includes the construction of 
the 57.7 km railway line, the electromechanical systems and the rolling 
stock supply. Almost the whole stretch runs on the surface, except 4.7 km 
which run through a double-tube tunnel.

Simeria-Brasov Railway Line
Stretches: Sighisoara-Atel and Atel Micasasa
Romania. Investment: 346.5 M€
The works consist of the adaptation of the current layout to allow railway 
traffic at a maximum speed of 160 km/h, also renewing its electrification 
system, signaling, stations and halts. Sighisoara-Atel stretch has a 
length of 25 km double track, of which 5.3 km runs along a bypass. 
Atel-Micasasa stretch has 29.6 km in length and 10 in bypass. It is 
to be highlighted the construction o 2 tunnels in the Sighisoara-Atel 
stretch and 30 different typologies viaducts along both stretches.

North-South Railway Line. South Extension
Stretches: PK 719-1029 and PK 1029-1294
Brazil. Investment: 51.3 M€
The contracts included project development and the execution of 
specific construction and maintenance works. Construction works 
consisted of earthworks, consolidation of embankments, level crossings 
construction and drainage works. Maintenance works consisted of  
cleaning and maintenance of embankments, reconstruction and cleaning 
of drainage works, track formation cleaning, replacement of sleepers, 
track levelling and switch gear maintenance are also carried out. Both 
stretches together make 575 km in total. 

T4 Madrid-Barajas Airport Railway access
Spain. Investment: 216.7 M€
The stretch is 8.8 km long and links Madrid-Barajas International 
Airport to the to the Madrid Commuter Trains Network, and permit 
the international gauge connection of Terminal 4 with the High-Speed 
Railway Network through Chamartín railway station. The project 
consisted of the construction of the infrastructure, superstructure, 
electrification and main railway facilities of the multi-purpose railway 
line.

Azvi ·· REPORT 2016
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OTHER PROJECTS COUNTRY
LENGTH

(KM)

INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

Bobadilla-Algeciras Railway Line
Track upgrading. Stretch: Almoraima-Algeciras

Spain 3.7 6.7

Access Branch to the new Railway Complex 
in Valladolid

Spain 7.7 11.4

Railway access infrastructures to the 
Calafat-Vidin International Bridge

Romania 9.1 63.8

Construction of the Matamoros-Brownsville
Railway Bypass

Mexico 10.5 38

Bobadilla-Algeciras Railway Line
Track upgrading. Stretch: Ronda-Cortes de la Fra.

Spain 40 50.8

31
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ROADS

Jala-Puerto Vallarta Motorway
Construction and pavement, structures, tunnels, drainage and 
complementary works and signalling

Mexico. Investment: 94 M€
Azvi has carried out 3 sub-stretches, belonging to the Jala-Compostela 
main stretch, which make a total lenght of 14.9 km, including 
Compostela II elevated junction. At present, Azvi is constructing another 
6.9 km stretch in the Compostela-Las Varas main stretch.

E-75 Highway
Stretches: Lot I. Grdelica-Predejane Tunnel and Lot VI. Manajle-Vladicin Han Tunnel

Serbia. Investment: 84.6 M€
Both stretches reach 11.9 km of total length. Works present a significant 
complexity due to the numerous structures to be built: 9 viaducts and an 
overpass in Lot I; and 5 bridges and an elevated junction. 
The most relevant structures are the viaduct over the River Vrla (644 m 
long) and the Dzemin Do viaduct (514 m).

BU-30 Burgos Ring Road
Stretch: Villalbilla-Quitanadueñas

Spain. Investment: 63 M€
This 9.1 km long stretch provides the city of Burgos the closing of its 
Ring Road in the North-East side. 27 structures have been constructed: 
6 viaducts and 4 structures to allow the highway trunk crossing, 1 
overhead structure, 2 overpasses, 10 frame-type underpasses, 3 walls 
(2 of reinforced-soil and a breakwater) and a wildlife crossing.

202 Road
Stretch: Pichoy-Valdivia

Chile. Investment: 28.3 M€
Upgrading project of a 28 km long stretch which includes  road surface, 
with concrete and asphalt pavement, the access and intersection 
improvements, bus stops, signposting and road safety.
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Michoacán Road Package
Pátzcuaro-Uruapan-Lázaro Cárdenas Toll Motorway

Mexico 361 505

SE-40, Sevilla Ring Road
Stretch: Guadalquivir North tunnels

Spain 5 203.6

OTHER PROJECTS COUNTRY
LENGTH

(KM)

INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

Estación Don-Nogales Road Mexico 61 38

SG-20, Segovia Ring Road
Stretch: p.k. 0+000 al 15+530. Substretch B

Spain 7.1 14

Montecarlo roads
Stretch II-Avda. de Occidente

Colombia 3.9 23.8

Construction of roads and pavements
12 municipalities. César Department

Colombia
43.5

(17.5+26)
9.7

Road 18 upgrading
South stretch

Colombia 2.8 3.3

New access to North Valdivia
Camino Cabo Blanco-Las Marías upgrading project

Chile 5.3 6.7

Cauya-La Pintada Road
Upgrading and maintenance works. Parts I and II

Colombia several
performances 22.6
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Road access infrastructure
to the Calafat-Vidin international bridge

Romania ( 8.7 63.8

A-7 Mediterráneo Highway
Stretch: La Herradura-Taramay

Spain 9.1 204.5

AP-41 Madrid-Toledo Toll Motorway
A-40 North Toledo ring road

Spain 75 360

A-22 Lérida-Huesca Highway
Stretch: Velillas-Siétamo

Spain 5.2 22.7

A-66 Ruta de la Plata Highway
Stretch: Béjar-Cáceres Provincial Border

Spain 8.3 32.7

Sabadell West Ring Road / C-58 Highway
Stretch: Badía del Vallés-Sabadell

Spain 7.6 57

OTHER PROJECTS COUNTRY
LENGTH

(KM)

INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

A-4 La Mancha Highway
Stretch: Puerto Lápice-Venta de Cárdenas

Spain 107 319.7

A-11 Duero Highway
Stretch: San Esteban de Gormaz-Langa de Duero

Spain 12.8 40.6

A-23 Mudéjar Highway
Stretch: Sabiñánigo South-Sabiñánigo East

Spain 2.5 16.9

Route 5. Stretch: Tara-Compu
Upgrading project

Chile 24.5 28.4

Pereira-Manizales Road/Routes 25, 29 and 50 
Upgrading and maintenance works

Colombia 140 22.4

Construction of flyover in 10th Street
Medellín

Colombia 0.8 3.2

DN-73 Road
Stretch: Pitesti-Brasov

Romania 103.3 63.6

DN-76 Road
Stretch: Stei-Beius

Romania 31 22.5

Bucaramanga-Zapatoca Road
Gómez Ortiz Bridge

Colombia 1.9 22.4

A-6 Noroeste Highway
Stretch: La Coruña Access/Airport branch

Spain 8.9 61.9
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OTHER PROJECTS COUNTRY
LENGTH

(KM)

INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

Chiclana-S. Fernando Train-Tram, Cádiz Spain 13.6 6.2

Santa Teresa Tram, Río de Janeiro
Upgrading project

Brazil 8 30.4

Alcalá de Guadaíra Tram, Sevilla Spain 5 33.1

Metrocentro. Sevilla Tram Spain 1.7 29.4

Boadilla del Monte Urban Light Train, Madrid Spain 13.7 148.7

Intermodal Station in Palma de Mallorca Spain -- 79.3

URBAN TRANSPORT

Fortaleza Tramway
Parangaba-Iate Lines. Lots I, II and III

Brazil. Investment: 43.2 M€
The Parangaba-Iate line has a total length of 13.4 km, of which 1.4 km
will be elevated with 10 stations. The work is divided into three batches: 
Lot I (underpass under the Avenida Borges de Melo), Lot II (between the 
stations of Borges de Melo and Parangaba and a maintenance centre) 
and Lot III (between the stations of Iate and Borges de Melo).

Málaga Underground
Lines 1 and 2

Spain. Investment: 447.7 M€
Construction of lines 1 and 2 of the Málaga Underground. The total 
length of both lines is 16.5 km, of which only 3.1 km runs on surface. 
18 stations were built, being common 4 of them for both lines.
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Metroplús Transport System in Medellín
Industriales Station

Colombia. Investment: 14.3 M€
The most important works have been: the Industriales 
Station construction; 2.5 km of different types of lanes; 270 
m long viaduct; pedestrian walkways connecting Metroplús 
and Metro; and the urbanization and urban integration.

37
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BRIDGES AND VIADUCTS

Vrla Viaduct
E-75 Highway. Lot VI

Serbia. 644.4 metres
14 span double viaduct, with a deck composed of 5 precast beams, 
which are made just beside the abutments and placed by means of a 
beam-launcher.

Bridges in the Simeria-Brasov Railway Line
Romania
Simeria-Brasov Railway Line stands out because of the profusion of 
structures in execution. In the Sighisoara-Atel stretch, of importance is 
the cabled-stayed arch bridge over the River Tâvarna Mare, which is 132 
m long. In the Atel-Micasasa stretch, 4 Warren type truss bridges stand 
out: numbers 8 and 9, which are 280 m long each one (4 span x 70 m) 
and  bidges12 and 14, which are 135 m long (3 span x 45 m) and 90 m (2 
span x 45 m), respectively.

Contreras Viaduct
HSR Line Madrid-Levante

Spain. 587 metres
The viaduct over the Contreras Reservoir which, with a length of 587.3 
metres, an arched bridge with a 261 metres span and 37 metres above 
the water, held the record in Spain and Europe for the largest concrete-
structure railway bridge arch. It was constructed using cantilever 
method, supported temporarily by stay cables, and ultra-high 
performance concrete.

Archidona Viaduct
HSR Line Antequera-Granada

Spain. 3,150 metres
It is the longest railway viaduct in Europe due to the length of its 
hyperstatic span. Deck’s width is 14 m, identical to the rest of the 
platform. The deck has been constructed with 63 spans: two 65m long 
central spans; fifty-nine 50 m long minor spans and the spans in the 
abutments which are 35 m long. The central pile, marked by its 4 shafts, is 
to be highlighted
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Zezelj Bridge
Serbia. 474 metres
It boasts a total length of 474 m and a 
width of 31.8 m to provide service to a 
dual railway line, a local roadway and 
two cycle and pedestrian pathways. 
It is composed of two central arches, 
with spans measuring 220 and 180 
m, designed as arch bridges with 
hanging mixed decks, plus two more 
approaching spans measuring 27 and 
47 m, each one situated on a bank of 
the Danube River. Worthy of special 
mention is the fact that the arch is 220 m 
in length, making it one of the longest in 
the world for this type of railway bridge.

39
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OTHERS VIADUCTS COUNTRY
TYPOLOGY/

CONSTRUCTION METHOD
LENGTH
(METRES)

Albentosa Viaduct
A-23 Mudéjar Highway

Spain 100 m long central metal arch 514

Puerto de Santa María Viaduct
A-491/A-4 Highway

Spain Performed in situ
Lightened post-tensioned slab 440

Bridge over the Odiel River
A-49 V Centenario Highway

Spain Two tied-arched of reinforced concrete 150

Gómez Órtiz Bridge Colombia Concrete
Progressive cantilever system 510

El Nispo Viaduct
Morelia Bypass

Mexico
Curved viaduct (R=350)

Piles executed using climbing formwork (h max=56m)
Precast beams (44 m) placed using self-launching falsework

320

Hornos IV Viaduct
Morelia Bypass

Mexico
Curved viaduct (R=350)

Piles executed using climbing formwork (h max=54m)
Precast beams (44 m) placed using self-launching falsework

185

Interlomas Connection Viaduct Mexico
Double cantilever executed with 2 formwork carriage

Central beam with deck enlargement by means of using 
braces

227

Arroyo del Valle Viaduct
HSR Line Norte-Noroeste
Spain. 1,755 metres
Postressed box-beam viaduct with a pointed arch composed of twenty-seven 66 m long spans. To resist 
horizontal stresses, a pointed arch erected and pulled down with cables was executed. The deck was 
constructed using movable formwork.

At that time, it set a World record for the longest arch in a HSR viaduct; record in Europe for the length of 
its continuous deck; record in Spain for being the viaduct with the longest span executed using moveable 
formwork; “ Honorary mention” in the III Acueducto de Segovia Award 2006 and finalist in the X Puente de 
Alcántara International Award 2006. 

40
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OTHERS VIADUCTS COUNTRY
TYPOLOGY/

CONSTRUCTION METHOD
LENGTH
(METRES)

Istmo Viaduct
HSR Madrid-Levante

Spain
Composed by 12 spans constructed in situ. Executed 
using movable formwork. It set a record in Spain for 

using this construction method
830

Connection Viaduct
HSR Madrid-Levante/HSR Madrid-Sevilla

Spain Concrete and two steel 
and concrete combination span 1,079

S. Antonio-Malaespera Viaduct
HSR “Basque Y”

Spain 2.6 m twin “U” beam
Precast deck. Delta shaped central pile 837

Viaduct over the Ibaizábal River
HSR “Basque Y”

Spain
Variable-edged box-beam

Self-launching falsework in situ deck
Record of railway span (75 m)

394

Mañaria Viaduct
HSR “Basque Y”

Spain Post-tensioned continuous concrete monocellular 
box-beam Self-launching falsework 572

Barranco de la Cuesta Viaduct
A-7 Mediterráneo Highway

Spain Concrete
Progressive cantilever system 621

Cuerpo de Hombre Viaduct
A-66 Ruta de la Plata Highway

Spain Concrete
Progressive cantilever system 580

41
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HIGHLIGHTED TUNNELS COUNTRY
CONSTRUCTION

METHOD
LENGTH
(METERS)

Pajares Tunnel. Lot IV. Vidangos-Telledo West Tunnel 
HSR León-Asturias

Spain
Tunnel Boring Machine

(TBM)
10,400

Guadalquivir North Tunnels
SE-40. Sevilla Ring Road

Spain TBM 1,900

La Fuentecilla Tunnel
HSR Norte-Noroeste. S/ Soto del Real-Segovia

Spain
New Austrian Tunnelling

Method (NATM)
1,021

A-7 Mediterráneo Highway
S/ La Herradura-Taramay

Spain

Cantalobos Tunnel Double Tunnel/ NATM 4,340 (2,170+2,170)

Calaceite Tunnel Double Tunnel/ NATM 820 (410+410)

Gato Tunnel Double Tunnel/ NATM 540 (270+270)

Railway access to the T4 Madrid-Barajas Airport Spain

Excavated Section Tunnel Belgian Method 2,949

Cut-and-Cover Tunnel Between retaining walls 1,800

HSR Madrid-Levante
S/ Embalse de Contreras-Villargordo del Cabriel

Spain

Hoya de Roda Tunnel NATM 1,997

Umbría de los Molinos Tunnel NATM 1,503

Rabo de la Sartén Tunnel NATM 393

El Almendro Tunnel
HSR Burgos-Vitoria. S/ Venta de Baños-Torquemada

Spain NATM 640

HSR Vitoria-Bilbao-S. Sebastián
“Basque Y

Spain

Mendigáin and Eguskiza Tunnels
S/ Abadiño-Durango

NATM 960+664

Orranpe and Arteako Tunnels
S/ Amorebieta-Amorebieta

NATM 505+330

Madelén, Erribaso and Arribakarra Tunnels
S/ Amorebieta-Amorebieta

Cut-and-Cover 200+330+385

Arriarán, Loinaz and Itola Tunnels
S/ Beasain Oeste

NATM 485+347+202

Las Cascadas Tunnel
Morelia-Michoacán Bypass

Mexico NATM 350

Railway Line Simeria-Brasov
S/ Sighisoara-Atel

Romania

Danes Tunnel NATM + Cut-and-Cover 942 (747+195)

Sighisoara Tunnel NATM 325

TUNNELS
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The contracts for road conservation, maintenance 
and operation mainly include the works to 
keep the appropriate level of service on the 
roads. Primarily, road maintenance and security 
operations are performed and, secondly, 
conservation and improvement works.

Road maintenance and security operations are 
served under the responsibility of a Surveillance 
Service. This corrects anomalies and responds 
to incidents (removal of obstacles, attention to 
broken down vehicles, unusual traffic level due to 
weather conditions, accidents, etc.) on the road. 

The maintenance and improvement operations 
are programmed works that keep the road at 

a suitable level of maintenance and service 
(maintenance and improvement of roadbeds, 
lighting, drainage, etc).

Besides the road maintenance and improvement 
works, a number of office studies of work units, 
project definitions, inventories and reports for 
different civil services are carried out. 

In 2016 conservation and maintenance works 
have been carried out on more than 3,000 km in 
Spain, Romania, Mexico, Chile and Colombia.

ROADS

44

MAINTENANCE
OF INFRASTRUCTURES
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Within the railway works sector, Azvi carries 
out maintenance and preservation work that is 
as important as its infrastructure construction 
projects. The company conducts different types 
of actions that can be grouped as preventive and 
corrective. 

The preventive treatments basically consist 
of regular maintenance of infrastructure and 
tracks to guarantee rail travel safety such as 
comprehensive or partial treatment of switches, 
track and switch tamping, track renovation and/
or maintenance, inspection and replacement 
of fasteners and sleepers, treatment of level 
crossings, etc. 

The corrective work aims to return the 
infrastructure and track to normal conditions in 
order to guarantee rail travel, when circumstances 
other than those which determine preventive 
treatment make these tasks necessary.

During 2016 Azvi has been carrying out several 
maintenance contracts on HSR Lines and 
Conventional Railway Lines. The contracts to be 
highlighted are:

HSR Lines
Infrastructure, Track and Turnout Maintenance

•	 HSR Madrid-Barcelona-French Border. 
Stretch: Zaragoza-Barcelona

•	 HSR  Madrid-Sevilla. Stretch: Adamuz-Sevilla

•	 HSR Córdoba-Málaga

Conventional Lines

•	 Infrastructure, Track and Incidence Treatment 
Plan in the Infrastructures Maintenance. 
Management Offices of Sevilla, Tarragona 
and Valencia.

•	 Fire Prevention Plan on Conventional Railway 
Lines.

45

RAILWAY
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OTHER PROJECTS COUNTRY
INVESTMENT

(MILLION €)

Craiova Airport
Runway rehabilitation and apron platform

Romania 11.3

Barcelona Airport
Apron platform construction

Spain 47.5

Jerez Airport
Taxiway extension

Spain 11.4

Chacalluta de Arica Airport Chile 12.9

Port of Garrucha
Enlargement

Spain 11.9

PORTS
AND AIRPORTS

Sevilla Lock
Spain. Investment: 200 M€
Reinforced concrete structure 434 m long, with a 35m pipe span, and 
maintaining walls up to 20 m high and 4 m wide.

The lock has four sliding doors whose dimensions are 42x20x6 m and 
whose manufacture required the use of more than 3 million kg of iron. 
We have also installed 3 bascule bridges, two for roadways and one 
for trains.

Alvedro Airport, La Coruña
Runway extension

Spain. Investment: 59.4 M€
The works consisted of the extension of runway 04 by 400 metres to 
reach the 2,340 metres of length necessary for it to be used by larger 
and heavier aircraft. 
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OTHER PROJECTS COUNTRY
INVESTMENT

(MILLION €)

Zephyr Wind Farm, Constanza
Phases I and II

Romania 22.3

El Marquesado Wind Farm, Granada Spain 14.3

La Janda Wind Farm, Cádiz Spain 17.5

Photovoltaic Plant in Espejo, Córdoba Spain 0.8

Madrid Cycle Lane
Santa Engracia, Bravo Murillo, Bulevares to Puente de los Franceses

Spain 1.6

Sevilla-Aljarafe Cycle Lane
Puerta Triana-Estación Camas-Puente del Alamillo

Spain 1

Arroyo del Aserradero Collector
Bargas-Olías, Toledo

Spain 2.2

Sewarage network in the surroundings of Doñana Spain 5.2

Bajo Andarax water supply and new sewerage network,
Almería. Phases I and II

Spain 32.4

Rehabilitation and expansion of water distribution
networks and sewage systems, Bragadiru

Romania 8.7

Bastidas Storm Water Collecting System,
Santa Marta DTCH

Colombia 4.7

Water Storage and supply network in the Manzanares
River, Madrid

Spain 4.3

Sewage Treatment Plants in El Rocío, Hinojos and
Almonte, Huelva

Spain 6.3

HYDRAULIC
AND ENVIRONMENTAL
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Vientos del Altiplano and Palo Alto Wind Farms
Mexico. Investment: 31.5 M€
In both wind farms, main works consist of the previous civil works to 
install the wind turbines: foundations and assembly platforms; access 
roads; drainage works and wiring of the whole network. Vientos del 
Altiplano wind farm is located in Zacatecas and has 50 wind turbines, 
3 meteorological stations and 87 km of access and connection roads. 
Palo Alto wind farm is located in Jalisco and has 43 wind turbines, 2 
meteorological stations and 27.2 km of access and connection roads.

Drinking Water Supply and Treatment System for the urban area of 
Yopal-Casanare
Colombia. Investment: 18 M€
The project consists of the construction of a Drinking Water Supply and 
Treatment System for the urban area of Yopal-Casanare, including the 
construction of the drawing off and transport systems, the drinking water 
treatment plant and the pipeline to the urban area network.

La Gitana Dam, Sevilla
Spain. Investment: 17.6 M€
Modernization project for the Bajo Guadalquivir Irrigation Zone. The 
following works were carried out: Azanaque Stream closing dock and 
control center; pumping station; electrical facilities and access; Bajo 
Guadalquivir Channel and dam connection ducts; and finally, the 
environmental improvement and integration of the landscape.

Andévalo Reservoir, Huelva
Spain. Investment: 13.3 MM€
Construction of an outlet in the Andevalo’s Reservoir, (Huelva), a 
pumping station, the piping system and the water tank. The pumping 
station is defined to extract 1,450 l/s of water from the reservoir and 
raising it to the water tank with a 110,000 m3 capacity. The piping system 
has a 900 mm nominal diameter and 4,115 m length between the pump 
and the tank. A high and a medium voltage supply installation has also 
been constructed.

Azvi ·· REPORT 2016
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HIGHLIGHTED PROJECTS COUNTRY
INVESTMENT

(MILLION €)

NON-RESIDENTIAL

Agencia Idea Headquarters, Sevilla Spain 12.9

Humanitas Bilingual School Educational Center
Tres Cantos, Madrid

Spain 11.6

Humanitas Bilingual School Educational Center
Torrejón de Ardoz, Madrid

Spain 9.9

Getafe City Council municipal buildings, Madrid
Maintenance, repair and remodel service

Spain 1.4

RESIDENTIAL

Puerta del Mar Residential, Málaga
352 homes, 626 parking spaces and 296 storage rooms

Spain 41.4

Boulevard Building, Castellón
221 homes and 347 parking spaces

Spain 34.6

Los Laureles Reasidential, Arauca
238 homes

Colombia 3.2

50

BUILDING 
AND URBANIZATION
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HIGHLIGHTED PROJECTS COUNTRY
INVESTMENT

(MILLION €)

INDUSTRIAL

Euskotren Railway Repair Shop and Depot Spain 21.8

Azvi’s Logistics Center Spain 7.5

Rigging Service. Barcelona Exhibition Centre Spain 7.2

Los Andes Terrestrial Port (PTLA) Chile 25.3

Port of Valparaíso
Logistics Support Extension Zone (ZEAL)

Chile 12.7

URBANIZATION

Wakra West Urbanization, Doha
Roads and infrastructures

Qatar 70.8

Pelli Tower, Sevilla
Urbanization and services supply project

Spain 11.3

Urbanization sectors SUNP-I2 y SUNP-I3 
Alcalá de Guadaira, Sevilla

Spain 8.2

Urbanization industrial sectors UE-14, 15 y 17
Albal, Valencia

Spain 9.6

CAR PARKS

Underground Car parks in Sevilla, Fuengirola and Jerez
3,097 parking spaces

Spain 56.3

Underground Car parks in Santiago de Chile and Temuco
890 parking spaces

Chile 24.6
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Azvi’s Machinery and Equipment Park is one of 
its main assets for the execution of new railway 
projects and also for the maintenance and 
management of railway contract works 

It includes all kind of large railway machines: 
locomotives, line tamping machines, profiling 
machines, ballast clearing machines, dynamic 
stabilizers, etc. Ancillary equipment is also 
included. 

Azvi’s heavy machinery is one of the most 
modern in Spain, owned by a private 
company. Azvi has tamping and aligning 
machines equipped with measuring and 
recording systems that meet the requirements 

established by the UNE EN 13848-3 regulations, 
which require the electronic recording of all 
jobs carried out daily in the parameters of 
track width, cant, longitudinal leveling and 
alignment.

The Railway Area Office is in charge of the 
Park’s management and maintenance, using an 
innovative approach so that its R&D initiatives 
serve to improve the efficiency of railway works.

Azvi owns a Logistics Centre where its 
Machinery park and the support services to 
railway activity are centralized.

It is a complex equipped with modern facilities 
and state of the art resources where the railway 
machinery maintenance workshops are also 
located.

Two semi-detached industrial premises, of 
1,000 m2 each, house the railway machinery 
maintenance workshops. The machinery zone 
consists of three sectors:

•	 Department Warehouse: storage of bogies 
and axles of both track gauges (conventional 
or Iberian and UIC); storage of replacement 

parts and storage of machinery tools and light 
machinery, such as equipment and tools.

•	 Machinery premises: systematic maintenance 
of machinery, review, repair and tuning of 
machinery.

•	 Shunting yard for parking machinery and 
minor repairs.

A third 1,525 m2 industrial premises, 
separated into two sealed areas, houses 
the Documentation Centre (control and 
archive connected to Azvi’s intranet for its 
management) and the Warehouse (containing 
materials, machinery and construction 
supplies).

MACHINERY

AZVI’S LOGISTICS CENTRE
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CONCESSIONS



LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORT FREIGHT FORWARDER

MOTORWAYS TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES

CAR PARKS
55
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URBAN TRANSPORT AIRPORTS

EDUCATIONAL CENTRES URBAN SERVICES

SERVICE STATIONS
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Cointer Concesiones is the company of Grupo 
Azvi that specialises in infrastructures and 
services, with the capacity and solvency to carry 
out any kind of project, whether of a private 
enterprise or a public-private collaboration, for 
the various Public administrations.

Carrying out major projects in the various sectors 
in which it operates has made Cointer a company 
with one of the brightest futures in the field of 
concessional businesses.

Cointer is the result of the diversification and 
internationalisation project set in motion by 
Grupo Azvi to adapt to new markets and achieve 
a responsible and sustainable business model.

Today, Cointer Concesiones is present in Europe 
and Latin America.

Cointer is characterised by its great versatility 
and capacity to adapt in all the projects it carries 
out. 

We work applying the highest quality standard, 
on the basis of the constant improvement of all 
our processes and activities. 

We are committed to integrity, human capital, 
safety, the environment and innovation, in order 
to achieve the maximum satisfaction among our 
clients and stakeholders, who are our strategic 
pillars for tackling the new challenges of an 
increasingly globalised market.

Thanks to our clear commitment to 
internationalisation, we have recorded rapid 
and sustained growth throughout our business’ 
history. 

A broad portfolio of projects ensures our 
solvency: conventional and shadow toll 
motorways and technological services; logistics, 

as a freight forwarder and providing terminals, 
in all means of transport, adding value in every 
phase of the logistics chain.

Parking spaces: underground car parks and 
regulated surface parking. Airport management. 
Educational centres that offer all-inclusive 
training solutions aimed at obtaining excellence.

Public transport projects, urban and 
environmental services, service stations, 
which contribute to the development and 
improvement of the social environment of cities 
and serve citizens.

We are ready to take on any challenge within the 
world of infrastructures and public services.

The drivers that have brought us to our 
progressive consolidation are: the support of 
Grupo Azvi, financing flexibility and capacity, 
solvency to carry out private enterprise and 
public-private projects, quality and coherence 
in our technical resources, and an intention to 
continue to operate in the long-term.

Cointer Concesiones has been consolidated as 
one of the leading companies in developing 
infrastructures and public services. 

We have performed more than 40 projects, 
which have generated a portfolio of more than 
3.5 billion euros, based on long-term recurring 
income. 

That is why we look to the future with 
responsibility, a steady step and seeking 
sustained and constant growth. 

Cointer ·· REPORT 2016
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LOGISTICS

Cointer is one of the largest logistics operators in 
Chile and it is also currently operating in Mexico.

In Chile, the Puerto Terrestre de Los Andes 
(PTLA) and the Almacén Extraportuario 
El Sauce, located at the border mountain 
pass known as the Paso de Los Libertadores, 
constitute the main centre for land 
transportation services in the Southern Cone 
region and have become a fundamental 
cornerstone for satisfying the needs of Chile’s 
foreign trade operations that use this pass. 

Los Libertadores is the most important border 
crossing in Chile, with a total volume of transfers 

of around 41% of the total number of tonnes that 
are mobilised through land borders, and 65% of 
this volume is handled at the PTLA.

This outstanding position as a logistics operator is 
reinforced with the Logistics Support Extension 
Zone (ZEAL) of Valparaíso Port, the main function 
of which is to increase the port’s capacity, carrying 
out support operations for various public agencies 
in the control and auditing of the cargo.

CONCESSION COUNTRY INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS)

AREA
(HECTARES)

STATE

Los Andes Dry Port (PTLA) Chile 26 20 24.7 Operational

Logistics Support Extension Zone
(ZEAL)

Chile 32.5 10
(extendable up to 30)

30.4 Operational

El Sauce,
Outer Port Warehouse

Chile 2.3 20 4.7 Operational

58
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In addition to managing these logistics centres 
under a concessional status, Cointer also 
provides integral logistics services to support 

and manage freight transport from any origin 
and destination worldwide, and advisory 
services through different companies.

FREIGHT FORWARDER
Through Lamaignere Chile and Lamaignere Mexico, we offer 
customised solutions and services for the international transport of 
freight, using any means of transportation, whether sea, air or land, 
with the management of full containers and freight being of particular 
importance. 

TRANSPORT SERVICES
ZEAL Logística Ltda. is a logistics unit of ZEAL that provides all-inclusive 
services for the transport and distribution of freight, providing added 
value to the logistics chain of ZEAL’s customers. It provides transport 
services on different routes, transporting dry, refrigerated, IMO or special 
freight. Besides transportation, it offers additional services such as 
storage, consolidation, deconsolidation and transfer of freight through 
integration with terminals outside of ports.

CONSULTANCY IN FOREIGN TRADE
KLA is a logistics agency linked to the commercial bank BCI. It is a virtual 
Foreign Trade department that simplifies the whole import process. 
KLA acts as a representative of the client, coordinating all the logistics 
services from start to finish.

FREIGHT-MOVING SERVICES
ZEAL Servicios a la Carga Ltda. provides freight-moving services to 
facilitate both physical examination and audit tasks that are carried out 
by the State Inspection Entities in ZEAL’s Customs Warehouse Enclosure 
(known as its RDA in Spanish). It also offers other logistics services for 
moving and loading freight in the consolidation, deconsolidation and 
transfer processes carried out in the area outside the port.

Cointer ·· REPORT 2016
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MOTORWAYS

CONCESSION COUNTRY INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS)

LENGTH
(km)

STATE

Airport-Tijuana Beaches Ring Road* Mexico 74 27 5
Development of 
Executive Projec

Michoacán Road Package Mexico 620.8 30 362.4
Construction/
Operational

AP-41 Toll Motorway
Madrid-Toledo

Spain 325.2 36 57 Operational

A-40 Highway
S/ North Toledo ring road

Spain 84.3 36 18 Operational

La Mancha Highway
S/ Puerto Lápice-Venta de Cárdenas

Spain 319 19 107 Operational

Tapachula-Talismán Motorway /
Road branch to Ciudad Hidalgo

Mexico 67 20 45.1 Operational

* (Awarded in March 2017)
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Cointer also offers a wide experience in 
the implementation and management of 
techonological services that improve the efficient 
performance of different infrastructures.

In Mexico, Cointer now manages the 
contract for electronic toll collection on the 
Mexican highway network administered 
by Capufe (Federal Roads and Bridges), an 
agency under the control of the Ministry 
of Communications and Transport. 

It is composed of a digital payment system at 
the tollbooths via an Automatic Vehicle Identifier 
(IAVE), operating along the 3,800 km of the 
Capufe road network, with 131 toll areas, 470 
digital toll lanes, and two control centres.

The contract, in addition to implementation of the 
new system, also includes collection management, 
user contracts, marketing, supply of “tags” (IAVE), 
and management of the multiprotocol antennae.

TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES

61
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Cointer Concesiones has a wealth of experience 
in management of public parking areas and 
regulated parking. 

Our main objective is to contribute to the 
improvement of urban mobility, providing real 
solutions and helping to build more sustainable 
cities, where citizens can travel with ease and 

convenience, in the shortest time possible, and 
while respecting the environment. 

For that reason, we look for the most appropriate 
solutions for each client, making the most out of 
already existing parking and streamlining the use 
of public road space.

CAR PARKS

62
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CAR PARK COUNTRY INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS)

SPACES STATE

Plaza del Arenal, Jerez Spain 12.8 39 824 Operational

Plaza Madre de Dios, Jerez Spain 7.6 50 434 Operational

Plaza del Caballo, Jerez Spain 6.5 50 344 Operational

Plaza Andrés López Yebra, Fuengirola Spain 12.4 55 477 Operational

Mercado del Arenal, Sevilla Spain 1 25 240 Operational

Mercado de Triana, Sevilla Spain 0.5 22 150 Operational

Calle José Laguillo, Sevilla Spain 10 50 340 Operational

Hospital Virgen del Rocío, Sevilla Spain 12.6 50 678 Sold

Hermanos Maristas, Granada Spain 9.1 60 589 Operational

Manuel Montt, Providencia Chile 10.7 30 457 Operational

Araucanía, P. Aníbal Pinto, Temuco
Chile 19 30

315 Operational

Araucanía, P. Recabarren, Temuco 433 Operational

TOTAL UNDERGROUND 4,603

Chiclana restricted parking area Spain 0.2 10 600 Operational

Morón restricted parking area Spain 0.2 10 237 Operational

Cisneo Alto car park, Sevilla Spain 0.1 5 225 Operational

Sevilla restricted parking area Spain 1.5 10+2 7,283 Operational

Úbeda restricted parking area Spain 0.9 8+8 475 Operational

Priego restricted parking area Spain 0.6 4 442 Operational

Ciudad Rodrigo restricted parking area Spain 0.2 10 182 Operational

Ciempozuelos restricted parking area Spain 0.3 10 247 Operational

Benicassim restricted parking area Spain 0.04 5+3 196 Operational

Río de Janeiro restricted parking area Brazil 1.2 5 9,049 Terminated

TOTAL ON STREET 18,936

Madrid-Barajas/T-4 Airport Spain 0.25 3 14,152 Terminated

Madrid-Barajas Airport/Vallet Spain 0.5 5 792 Terminated

Bilbao Airport Spain 0.15 3 3,857 Terminated

Sevilla Airport Spain 2 3+3 850 Terminated

TOTAL AIRPORTS 19,651
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CONCESSION COUNTRY INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS

AREA
(M2)

STATE

Chacalluta Airport Chile 11.8 15 5,200 Operational

Cointer was the company responsible for the 
remodeling and expansion of the Chacalluta Airport 
in Arica, located in northern Chile. The contract 
included the construction of the new terminal, the 
expansion of the aircraft parking area, the operation 
of the baggage service and customer service areas 
and the maintenance of public spaces and green 
areas. 

Having become one of the most modern airports 
of the Andean country, the airport has allowed for 
the optimization of trade and tourism relations with 
the rest of the countries in South America as well as 
Asia-Pacific nations, receiving more than 200,000 
passengers per year.

AIRPORTS

CONCESSION LOCATION INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS

STATE

Algeciras Service Station Cádiz 2.8 fully owned Operational

Conil de la Fra. (A-48 Highway) 2 Service Stations Cádiz 3.1 34 Operational

Numancia de la Sagra Service Station Toledo 2.2 36+4 Operational

SERVICE STATIONS

Cointer was part of Metro de Málaga, the 
concessionary company in charge of the public 
concession to design, construct, rolling stock 
purchase and operate lines 1 and 2 of the Málaga 
underground.

The company was established in November 2004, 
with a concession period of 35 years.

Both lines were officially inaugurated in July 2014. 
In October 2015, Cointer sold its shareholding. 

URBAN TRANSPORT

CONCESSION COUNTRY INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS

LINES STATE

Málaga Underground Spain 489 35 1 and 2 Sold
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SERVICES CONTRACT AWARDING BODY INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS EMPLOYEES STATE

Urban Refuse Collection
Street Cleaning

City Council of
Cádiz

140 10 324 Operational

Green Zones Conservation and 
Maintenance

City Council of
Sevilla

8.2 4+2 37 Operational

Towing Service Management
City Council of

Logroño
0.3 4 8 Operational

Towing Service Management
City Council of

Linares
0.2 2+2 4 Operational

Towing Service Management
City Council of

Las Rozas
0.1 1 4 Operational

Towing Service Management
City Council of
Fuenlabrada

0.1 4+2 3 Operational

Memoria 2015 ·· Cointer
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CONCESSION COUNTRY INVESTMENT
(MILLION €)

PERIOD
(YEARS

PUPILS STATE

Humanitas Bilingual School 
Tres Cantos

Spain 14.1 50 1,400 Operational

Humanitas Bilingual School 
Torrejón de Ardoz

Spain 14 75 1,560 Operational

The two educational centres run by Cointer, along 
with Grupo Colegio Base, one of the most relevant 
groups in the sector in Spain, have successfully 
become, over their five years in operation, points 
of reference for subsidised teaching centres in the 
region of Madrid.

They are pioneering in part due to their teaching 
of Chinese as part of the educational programme 

as well as for the use of new technologies in the 
curriculum.

The Humanitas schools are educational facilities 
that serve as examples of an open, humanist, and 
nondenominational project, dedicated to shaping 
future citizens of Europe.

EDUCATIONAL CENTRES
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Tracción Rail is the company of Grupo Azvi dedicated to the railway transportation of freight. It was 
created after free competition was established for the railway transportation of freight in Spain, and 
it was one of the first companies to obtain the Railway Company License for transporting freight by 
railway in July 2006. 

Since it began its operations, Tracción Rail has provided transportation for various clients, 
transporting trains of oils, biodiesel, dangerous goods, building materials and maintenance 

for high-speed rail lines, and containers.

In 2016, Tracción Rail has carried out 809 train journeys, with nearly 900,000 gross 
tons over almost 500,000 kilometres, carrying out daily journeys between 

Sevilla, Madrid, Azuqueca, Valencia, Zaragoza, Jundiz and Bilbao. 

Tracción Rail offers its clients the possibility to operate on 
practically the entire Spanish Railway Network and it offers 

them the necessary mechanical means, (locomotives, 
carriages, etc.), in addition to a highly-qualified 

team of people to define the corridors and 
to organise the journeys, attending to 

each client’s particular needs.

RAILWAY TRANSPORT

 Traccion Rail ·· REPORT 2016
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PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
Azvi Inmobiliaria focuses its activities on the development of residential, 
tertiary and industrial properties, and on the management and urban 
development of land.

It brings together the expertise of a group of the real estate sector’s 
specialist companies whose  outstanding work is endorsed by the more 
than two thousand dwellings handed-over in the last 10 years. Real Estate 
developments which always maintain the highest standards of quality, design 
and customer service.

In addition, Azvi Inmobiliaria can also claim a solid experience in 
comprehensive land management, providing a deep understanding of the 
legalities and urban management of land in every phase of development.

Azvi Inmobiliaria is made up of a multidisciplinary team with more than 15 
years experience in property development. The technical, administrative and 
sales team are experts in land usage and real estate and are complemented by 
a wide network of external collaborators.

 Azvi Inmobiliaria ·· REPORT 2016



Grupo Azvi
C/ Almendralejo, 5

41019 Sevilla
Tlf.: +34 954 999 320
Fax: +34 954 999 200

grupoazvi@grupoazvi.com
www.grupoazvi.com

Azvi
C/ Almendralejo, 5

41019 Sevilla
Tlf.: +34 954 999 320
Fax: +34 954 999 200

azvi@azvi.es
www.azvi.es

Cointer Concesiones
Paseo de la Castellana, 

128, 7º
28046 Madrid

Tlf.: +34 91 590 31 22
Fax: +34 91 563 12 38

info@cointer.eu
www.cointer.eu

Tracción Rail
C/ Almendralejo, 5

41019 Sevilla
Tlf.: +34 954 999 320
Fax: +34 954 999 200

azvi@azvi.es
www.grupoazvi.com

Azvi Inmobiliaria
C/ Almendralejo, 5

41019 Sevilla
Tlf.: +34 954  999 320
Fax: +34 954 999 200

info@azviinmobiliaria.es
www.azviinmobiliaria.es

Mexico
Paseo de la Reforma, 115, 6º, Of. 602

Lomas de Chapultepec 
CP 11000 Ciudad de México

Tlf.:  +52 55 30 986 701
Fax.: +52 55 30 986 719
contacto@azvi.com.mx

Colombia
Carrera 9A, nº 113-26 (casa)

110111 Bogotá
Tlf.: +57 1 629 0711

grupoazvi@grupoazvi.com

Chile
Avda. Apoquindo, 4001, Of. 501

Edificio Burgos
Las Condes-Santiago de Chile

Tlf.: +56 227 290 300
Fax.: +56 227 290 329

info@azvi.cl

Brasil
Av. das Americas, 3.500 

Salas 502, 503 e 504 bl 05 
Barra da Tijuca - Rio de Janeiro/RJ 

Condomínio Le Monde Office
CEP: 22.640-102

Tlf.: +55 21 3798 9036
grupoazvi@grupoazvi.com

Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Chile
AMERICA



Romania
Strada Clucerului, 35, etaj 3

011363 Bucuresti 
Tlf.: +40 213 180  075
Fax: +40 213 180  076

info@azcale.ro

Qatar
Ali bin Abi Taleb St.
PO Box 3713, Doha

Tlf.: +974 44 678 972
 +974 44 553 260

info@azvi-me.com
www.azvi-me.com

Spain
South-East Area Office

C/ Almendralejo, 5
41019 Sevilla

Tlf.: +34 954 999 228
Fax: +34 954 999 218

azvi@azvi.es

Centre-North Area Office
C/ Maudes, 51, 2ª Pl.

28003 Madrid
Tlf.: +34 915 532 800
Fax: +34 915 534 402

azvi@azvi.es

Serbia
Kej Skojevaca, 4

21 131 Petrovaradin
Novi Sad

Tlf.: +381 21 552 805
grupo@grupoazvi.com

AMERICA
Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Chile
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